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Known forhis unique
sensibility, the designer’s line
represented theholiday
season. Free-flowing
silhouettes, relaxed cuts anda
blendof blingwith cool and
warmcolours dominated the
line. Thedesignswithbeautiful
dyeing andblockprinting art
onhandwoven cottonand silk
showcased Indianaesthetics.
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

T
hewho’swhoof the party
circuit in theCapital
thronged thePlayboy

Club to attend themuch-
awaitedHTCityClub
FashionNights2019
recently.Andwhat set this
rager apart fromaregular
fashionwas free-flowing
drinks, sumptuoushors
d’oeuvres and electrifying
beats belted out by the in-house
DJs.Evenas theparty
continued till theweehours,
the clubwas abuzzwith energy

and someof themost
good-looking guests.

Ankita Rawat

Sonali and Sandeep Verma

Shibani Kashyap

Ankita Rawat

O
neof themost highly-
anticipated events,HT
CityClubFashion
Nights2019 started

with abang.Day 1 of the
pulsating eventwitnessed style
and substance at its best as
designerRahul Singh
presentedhis capsule

collection, Plumage, at the
PlayboyClub in theCapital.
Thehappeningvibe of the club
matchedwith the trend-
forward collection. Talking
about the conceptwherehigh
fashionmeets clubnights,
Rahul said, “It’s a great
platform to launcha capsule
collectionwhile youparty your
heart out. ”

Ankita Rawat

Arenowned name in theaffordable menswear,
womenswear and

kidswear fashion segment,
Cantabil is the powered by
sponsor at HT City Club
Fashion Nights. The brand
whose design aesthetic is in
sync with urban fashion is
making a mark with its latest
collection. Talking about the
association, Deepak Basal,
director, Cantabil, said, “We
are extremely happy to
associate with HT City Club
Fashion Nights 2019 as it’s
providing us with a great
platform to showcase our
partywear collection. Earlier,
we were known for office or
formal wear but now our focus
is to introduce our party and
clubwear in a big way and
since the synergies between
the two is so similar, we
thought what better way than
Club Fashion Nights to
highlight this collection.”
Choosing from the finest

fabrics and trims from the best
sources across India and
abroad, Cantabil provides the
best quality to its customers. It
offers a wide range of apparel
designs suited for all segments
including corporate, party and
casual dressing.
nankita.rawat@htlive.com

Look dapper with this stylish collection

Cantabil’s clubwear collection features a dashing, urban dress code
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One of the outfits from
Cantabil’s party collection
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An evening to celebrate
sparkle and shimmer
This evening was not just acelebration of glamour
and style but also about

raising a toast to the work and
contribution of people
working behind the scenes in
the fashion world. And, on the
occasion, designer Rahul
Singh paid tribute to his
assistant, Kasim Khan.
Despite the dipping

mercury on Friday evening,
party regulars gathered at the
do, which was held at Playboy
Club at the Hotel Samrat as

part of HT City Club Fashion
Nights 2019, presented by
Rajnigandha Pearls.
With the lights and music

creating a perfect atmosphere,
the spotlight was soon turned
to people or the force who
work quietly in the
background with some of the
country’s top fashion
designers. And as the curtains
went up on designer Rahul
Singh, he acknowledged the
work of Kasim Khan as the
man who remains with him

every bit of the way —
helping him— from the
drawing board stage to the
showcasing of silhouettes on
the ramp.
To a loud applause from the

crowd, Kasim Khan received
a token of appreciation and
a gift hamper. A sparkling
salute indeed that’s just
in line with what
Rajnigandha Pearls believes
in -- ‘Achchai ki ek alag
chamak hoti hai.
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The one-of-its-kind high street
fashion show gave the city’s
partygoers a glimpse of luxe life

ANULTIMATENIGHT
OFCHIC FASHION

Designer
Rahul Singh
showcased his
capsule
collection,
Plumage

Models showcasing designer
Rahul Singh’s collection,
Plumage on Day 1 of HT City’s
Club Fashion Nights HAIRANDMAKEUP:Naina Aroa

SHOWDIRECTOR:Lokesh Sharma

Abhishek
Malik

DJ Ashim of Playboy,
Club, Lokesh Sharma
and DJ Ishy of
Playboy Club
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